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AGROCARBON – WHY USE IT, WHAT’S IN IT 

AND WHAT DOES IT DO IN THE SOIL? 
Rhizosphere Soil Conditioner & Bio-Chemical Catalyst  
That’s what AgroCarbon is. It takes control of the soil chemistry in 
the Rhizosphere; what CSA calls the “Grow-Zone”, and makes it 
far more conducive to a better root and microbial activity. Think 

about AgroCarbon as a highly-reactive carbon that wants to bond 
with all the cations and anions it comes into contact with. As a part 

of that process it aggregates soil, promotes micro-pore oxygen, 
makes far larger and plant ‘process-able’ molecules, raises the 
Electrical Conductivity of the Soil, collects moisture, buffers pH 
extremes’ provides a carbon-modified drill-path for roots to work 

hostile frontiers and to chase more-available nutrition. It makes the 
plant/soil relationship totally workable with greater potential – as 
does all well-conditioned labile carbon soils. AgroCarbon calms 
down plant Hydrogen Ion production because Cations are far 

easier to process-scavenge now. So – modifying soil pH to 6.5 in 
the ‘grow-zone’ is far easier for a plant to now achieve. 

AgroCarbon quickly bonds with raw solid fertiliser to prevent 
leaching and to buffer against their salt-index. Solid fertiliser sown 

directly under Canola does not make the tap root club or go 
left/right when that fertiliser has AgroCarbon (or was coated with 
CC-STAK). It’s not the kilos of water soluble reactive-Carbon or 

other plant-chemistry manipulating tools embedded in AgroCarbon 
that adds more “Carbon” to the soil – it’s the catalytic pump-priming 

of a far better plant root exudates activity that does all the heavy 
lifting because the plants now have the SOIL/ROOT STIMULUS 
MATERIALS they always needed to create a far better trading 
economy for productive yield. AgroCarbon ensures the farmers 
demands on soils and plants do not reduce fertility – in fact the 

CSA Liquid Inject Program ensures that FARMING MAKES SOIL 
MORE FERTILE. So what’s it got in it? Well every 10-12 litres per 
Hectare does have several kilos of reactive carbon sure but it also 
has over 100 Bio-Stimulant Organic Acids, multiple Amino Acids, 

Enzymes and immediately available NPK bound in carbon catalyst 
stimulus. It also contains special additives designed to stimulate an 

‘immune-response’ in the plant to thicken cell walls and load an 
inbuilt frost/disease/drought resistance potential into the full life 
cycle from the start. Something we all should be thinking about.  

 
 

 
“200L STRAP-ON” LIQUID INJECT TRIAL 
Not sure who said, “Necessity is the Mother of all Invention” 

but never a truer word spoken when looking at this 200L 
‘strap-on’ liquids trial rig near Donald in Victoria. Rough setup 
for sure but it works surprisingly well. 7 Lines powered by a 
12V SureFlo Pump calibrated to a fixed 10 KPH with 1.8mm 
Friction Induction tubing and attached with plenty of Zip ties. 
A steady 50 Litres per Hectare; ready to rock and roll. Strip 
trials to compare against the standard dry-fertiliser program 

are now underway. Several different liquid inject and 
combination liquid-solid formulations are being considered 
across cereals and canola. This one has a 50 litre mix of 

AgroCarbon, AgroTrace, NUCAL and UAN in it. Rough and 
ready but also quick and easy to explore a new technology.  
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